Master of Science in Program Management (MSPM) 836-201
Curriculum Matrix* Revised
OPEN Enrollment Program for Fall AY20 3/27/19
DAU Equivalencies for CON Series, LOG103, PQM101/201, ISA101, ACQ160
Online sessions Tuesdays and Thursdays 0800-1100 (Pacific Time)

QTR 1- Fall AY20  01 Oct - 12 Dec 2019
Course
MN3012 - Communications Strategies for Effective Leadership  (3-0)
MN3221 - Principles of Acquisition and Program Management I (3-0)  DAU EQUIVALENCIES
ACQ101,202,203, PMT251, PMT252, EVM101, BCF110

QTR 2- Winter AY20  06 Jan - 19 Mar 2020
Course
MN3001 - Economics for Acquisition Managers (3-0)
MN3222 - Principles of Acquisition and Program Management II (3-0)  ACQ101,202,203, PMT251, PMT252, EVM101, BCF110

QTR 3- Spring AY20  31 Mar - 11 June 2020
Course
MN4090 - Joint Applied Project (0-6)
MN3303 - Principles of Acquisition and Contract Management (4-0)  CON90,100,121,124,127

QTR 4- Summer AY20  07 Jul - 19 Sep 2020
Course
MN4474 - Organizational Analysis (3-1)
MN4602 - Test and Evaluation Management (2-2)  TST204

QTR 5- Fall AY21  25 Sep - 13 Dec 2020
Course
SE4011 - Systems Engineering for Acquisition Managers (3-2)
MN3155 - Financial Management for Acquisition Managers (2-0)  ACQ160

QTR 6- Winter AY21  04 Jan - 18 Mar 2021
Course
MN3309 - Software Acq. Management for Tactical Strategic Systems (4-1)  ISA101
MN4105 - Strategic Management (3-0)

QTR 7- Spring AY21  01 Apr - 17 Jun 2021
Course
MN3384 - Principles of Acquisition Production & Quality Management (4-1)  PQM101, 201
MN3172 - Resourcing National Security: Policy and Process (3-0)

QTR 8- Summer AY21  01 Jul - 16 Sep 2021
Course
MN4307 - Program Management Policy and Control (4-0)
MN4470 - Strategic Planning and Policy for the Logistics Manager (4-0)  LOG103

* Curriculum Matrix subject to change